
Both businesses are family businesses and our ethos 
and values match closely which helps in our working 
relationships.

Whilst the end product is very important, it is often the 
intangible elements that make businesses successful. 
The relationship between MPM and Treka is an 
example of how mutual business values and goals can 
create a synergy that really works.

With limited in house capability for GRP mould 
manufacture, Treka needed to locate a supplier that 
would allow them to increase the volume of mould 
making and provide quality parts for their ever 
growing business.

Only looking for recommended suppliers, Treka were 
delighted to be introduced to MPM who were a local 
business with the ability to fulfil their needs.
It was clear from the first meeting that there was 
mutual respect between the 2 companies, and after 
a second meeting it was apparent that not only could 
MPM fulfil the product requirements, but that they could 
add value with all their expert and specific industry 
knowledge.

MPM work with Treka on a variety of parts, both large 
and small, working together to ensure the most efficient 
and effective end result is achieved for both parties.

“It is rare in the GRP world to find a manufacturing 
facility that is clean, we find MPM to be top of their 
game, with attention to detail and professionalism 
in systems and processes we had no need to look 
elsewhere.”

“I am also a very particular
individual that requires a level 
of service and quality often 
difficult to achieve. The guys 
at MPM are ‘stand up’ guys, 
always making things work, 
juggling resources where 
necessary to help me keep my 
business flowing.”

Treka Bus Ltd are specialists in the manufacture of wheelchair accessible
minibuses, their products have been refined over many years to meet the
needs of the market. Thanks to input from their customers together with
excellent design and engineering expertise, their coach built vehicles and
van conversions are built to the highest standards.
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SUPPLIER: 
MPM Bradford

CLIENT: 
Treka Bus Ltd 

PROJECT: 
Patterns and Moulds for 
Wheelchair Accessible Minibuses

RESULTS: 
Improved Quality parts offering 
easier assembly

Morgan Clissett,

Production Director 
Treka Bus Ltd 


